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1.

INTRODUCTION

I'<n IJetter or for worse, geoengineering has 1l1Oveci fWIlI the fringes of the climate
change debate to the halls of Capitol Hill' ,llld Westlllillster.' Of course, a great
deal of research remaillS to be dOlle before the world decides whether to introduce gcocngillcering as a coltlplement to Initigation and adaptatioll; ac,l(lcillics
and policy makers are still wrestling with Ihe scielltific, political, legal, social, and
ethical qllcstiollS SllffOllilding the illtentiollallilodification of the climate. llere we
address the illStitlitiollal aspects of SOllle of tilt' cthical isslies rai:>ed by research on
geoellgllleefillg.
The lIlost ethicall\' cllallengillg form of geoellgilleerillg research ill\"()ives solar
radiation managclllent (SRM),' wllich atteillpts to redllce the emth's absorptioll of
incoming solar radiatiun. One proposed lIlechanislll for SIUvl is the illjectioll of
aerosols into the stratosphere, which wOlild deflect more solar radiation back into
space. III contrast to research into carbon dioxide removal (CDR), which is the
olhe) Iliaill category of proposed geoengineerillg activities, SRl\l research is par1"'1 ti:nh challellging ethically because studying and testing S IUvl tecllllologies can
relJuire deployment at scales that could have significant regional or global climatic
effects.' 1;(H instance, testing the effects of stratospheric aerosol illjection would
require lofting enough aerosols into the atmosphere, over a long ellough period of
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Illlle, to distinguish tlte effect of Illl' ;1(,1()~01) IrOl1l lIonn,d climatic variatioll.' The
conseqtlences of stich large-selic lestlllg COIild calise serious harm to milliom of
people. For Instance, SRM cOllld change regional precipitation patterns, threatening water supplies and agriculture." Moreover, whereas CDR aims to return the
atmosphcre to an carlier, familiar state, SRM aims to create a new state - one of
high greenhollse gas (CHC) concentrations and redllced IllSolation - about which
we know IllllCh less.

In an earlier paper we sllggested three ethical principles for SRM research based
on established principles for biomedical research with human subjects. 7 The analogy between SRM and biomedical research is, like all analogies, imperfect. [n this
chapter, we consider sOllle of the ethical implications of olle limitation of that analogy - nallicly, the fact tlwt decisions to participatc in biolllcdical experiments arc
made individually, whereas the decision to "participate" ill an SRM experiment is a
collective decisioll. Specifically, we explore the possibility of designing an intem3tional institution that would have the llJoral authority to make collective decisions
about SRM experiments. We c01lSider the requisite features of such an institution
and examine the charactcristics of other global governance institutions as COllJparable cases.

2. THE BIOMEDICAL MODEL FOR SRM RESEARCH ETHICS

[n om earlier papcr, we proposed a basic framework for

SRM research ethics that

derives from principles governing biomedical research with human and anirnal
sllbjeels.~

We intend our framework to ;lpply to large-,calc SRM experiments. Very roughly,
"large-scale SRM experiments" are experiments that are large enough to significantly alter the clilllate regionally or globally by changing the rate at which the earth
absorbs incoming solar radiation, but smaller than would be deployed to counteract
the radiative forcillg of allthropogenic CHCs on a global basis. For instance, injecting enough aerosols into the stratosphere to distinguish their effeel from normal
climatic variation'! constitutes a large-scale SRM experiment; releasing a few tOilS of
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decisions and with respect to satisfying other requirements of ethical conduct, such
as those in our proposed ethical framework."
The degree to which such a program would actually ensure ethical conductofSRM
experiments, however, would depend heavily on the structure of its decision-making
processes and 011 the degree to which its personnel meet the substantive conditions
and exhibit the epistemic virtues required by the Complex Standard. One concern
about such an organization is that the technocrats who run it may develop goals or
preferences that diverge from the interests of the international community. Some
staff members' enthusiasm for SRM might exceed that of the global public in dangerous ways. Some might be susceptible to pressure from particular states whose
views differ from those of the international community, or might obscure infornlation to protect or further their own careers at the expense of public transparency and
accountability. Any of these factors could cause the organization to violate the second or third criteria of the Complex Standard. Thus, placing so much responsibility
for SRM research in the hands of unelected technocrats might lead to politically
illegitimate institutions or decisions.
The unhappy fate of the Baruch Plan, however, provides an instructive lesson for
thinking about the conditions required for widespread international acceptance of
an SRM GGI, as required by the Complex Standard. The Baruch Plan was infeasi"
ble because it concentrated too much power in an international organization. Some
states may have bristled at ceding such power to an international body. Others, such
as the Soviet Union, may have feared that the IADA would have been too beholden
to the United States. Assuming that contemporary states would likewise reject any
GGI that is either too powerful or too likely to be dominated by one or more great
powers, the international community would need to design an SRM governance
institution carefully in order to give it an appropriate amount of power and international accountability. Otherwise, the SRM GGI would be unlikely to secure the
multilateral consent required for legitimacy. Still, if the international community
decides to delegate limited authority for SRM experiments to an INGO, the IADA
offers one possible conception for doing so.

+2

Institutions for Managing Global Commons

A stable planetary climate represents a type of global commons - a global public
good that no single country is capable of controlling.5 5 SRM experiments involve a
rapid, deliberate change in the climate - a change that could have negative conse-
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lluences for some persons and ecosyslclll.\. Thus, GGls designecl to manage global
commons provide another type of lIlodei for all SRM GGL
Like a stable climate, Antarctica is viewed by many as a global commons. The
Antarctic Treaty System (ATS), established ill 1959 by the hvelve countries active in
Antarctica during the International Geophysical Year, sought to ensure the peaceful
use of this commons for scientific exploration. 56 Today, the Treaty has forty-eight
parties. Twenty-eight of these parties are active in Antarctica and therefore have
decision-making authority as Consultative Members; the remaining twenty have
observer status as Non-Consultative MembersY
The original Antarctic Treaty focused primarily on freezing territorial claims and
establishing a legal framework for exploration. Environmental issues entered the
ATS through later protocols, the most comprehensive of which is the 1991 Protocol
on Environmental Protection (the Madrid Protocol). The Madrid Protocol, which
entered into force ill 1998, is perhaps most broadly known for establishing a fifty-year
moratoriul1l on exploiting mineral resources in the Antarctic; more relevant to our
analysis, it also established a set of principles regarding environmental protection,
an intergovemmental body of scientific experts to offer advice on environmental
issues, a procedure for environmental impact assessment of activities in Antarctica,
and a consultative process regarding these activities. 1b
Article 3 of the Protocol lays out a set of principles that gives primacy both to
ethical concerns and scientific research. These principles require that activities
in the Antarctic be planned and executed "so as to limit adverse impacts on the
Antarctic."\9 The article also mandates monitoring of risky activities and requires
that such activities be modified or stopped if monitoring reveals adverse impacts.60
In principle, this article requires states parties to give significant weigh t to environmental, ethical, and even aesthetic values in regulating governmental and nongovernmental activities ill the Antarctic. Among the ethical principles recognized are
those akin to our Principles of Minimization and Respect. 61
Article 11 establishes the Committee for Environmental Protection (CEP). The
CEP consists of representatives from each Party to the Protocol, along with their advisors. Parties to the ATS who are not Parties to the Protocol, as well as relevant NGOs
invited by the CEP, may attend meetings as observers. The Protocol instructs the
CEP to provide technical advice Oil the implementation of the Protocol, including
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advice on the effectiveness of parties' efforts to comply with the Protocol hl Becallse
the CEP Illllst release reports on its sessions to states parties and to the public'!'l it
eould alert interested states and members of civil society to activities that run contrary to the Protocol. Ultimately, however, the CEP's role is strictly advisory; it has
no power to affect decisions directly.
The states parties hold ultimate responsibility for assessing the environmental
impact of their activities, although they must discuss their assessment of sOllie activities with the other Parties and the CEP. As laid out in Article 8 alld Annex I, the
Protocol recognizes three tiers of activities in the Antarctic: those determined by
national procedures to have "less than a rninor or transitory impact," those "likely
to have no more than a minor or transitory impact," and those likely to have "more
thall a minor or transitory impact."('4 Activities falling into the second category
require an Initial Environmental Evaluation characterizing the activity, alternatives
to the activity, and likely impacts 6 \ Activities falling into the third category require a
Comprehensive Environmental Evaluation (CEE), which describes the state of the
environment prior to the activity; the activity alld all relevant alternatives, including
the alternative of not proceeding with the activity, alollg with the expected consequences of each altemative; the direct and indirect impacts of the proposed activity;
the cllmulative impact ofthc proposed activity, givell existing and cllfrently planned
activities; the methodology and data llsed to forecast consequences; the measures
that could be taken to monitor thc effects of the activity and to minimize or mitigate
them; a nontechnical SU1l1mary of the above information; and the contact information for the al1thor(~) of the CEE 6 (,
The draft CEE must be circulated for review to the public, to the Antarctic Treaty
parties, and to the CEP. In principle (although not always in practice), the activity cannot proceed until the draft CEE has been considered by the Antarctic Treaty
Consultative Meeting on the advice of the Committee, and a final version of the
CI<:E lI1l1st respond to the comments raised ill the review process. The draft and
final eEl<: must be made publicly available 67 Ollce the activity begins, its impacts
lllust be monitored. 6K
Christopher Joyner highlights a 111lll1ber of potential weakllesses in the Madrid
Protocol process.!>') The role of the Envirollmental Impact Assessmellt consultative
Madrid Protocol. supra note 58, at Art. II.
Id. at Art. 11, para. 5.
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process is fllndall1entally hortatory; alth()Ilgh individual govemIllents must respond
to comments LInder the Protocol, the) rdaill the final decision on whether to proceed
with a specific activity. In addition, the bOlllldaries between the different categories
of activities are ill-defined, left to sOllie combination of party judgment and the evolution of precedellt. More broadly, the mechanism of enforcement of the Protocol
in general is unclear: parties are to enforce it through laws and regulations, and
shall exert "appropriate efforts, consistent with the Charter of the United Nations"
to ensure that other parties do,7° whereas an Arbitral Tribunal or the International
Court of Justice is empowered to settle disputes, but again these are largely hortatory
procedures.'1
Despite these problems, the Madrid Protocol provides a GGI model that directly
addresses clements of scientific research ethics and the Complex Standard. In particular, the consultative process for assessing proposed activities exemplifies the
transparency and stakeholder engagement necessary for legitimacy. CEEs must contain nOli technical sUll1Illaries, making thcm more easily digestible by states and civil
society. Draft and final CEEs, along with reports on Cb:P sessions, are distributed to
states parties and the public)' This increases the transparency of the international
governance of Antarctic activity, as requircd by the Complex Standard.
The Madrid Protocol does not, however, provide an effective means for citizens
of one state to hold allother state or its citizens accountable for behavior that violates the Protocol. The hortatory nature of the EIA process would be even more
problematic in the case of SRM, where the incentive to ignore the exhortations
of other states might be much greater than in the Antarctic case. If an SRM Gel
had no more power than the CEP docs in Antarctica, then it could not deter even
a modcrately motivated state from conductillg SRM experiments. Conversely, an
SRM eGI that could, at its own discretion, prohibit certain experiments would be
too powerful - too much like Baruch's proposed IADA - to be feasible, and a Gel
that could prohibit experiments if and only if they violated constraints laid down in
a trcaty would bc more like the CTBT than the CEP. Thus, replacing the hortatory
Illodel of the Madrid Protocol with something stronger brings us back to the nuclear
weapons testing models.
Some elell1ents of the Madrid Protocol could bc readily adapted to the context of
SRM research governance. Article 3 in particular would need just one major addition - impact on hUlIlan populations - and a suite of minor contextual adaptations
to address the global climate commons instead of the Antarctic "frozen commons."
The conditions and processes for conducting environmental impact assessmeIlts
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not til<: tlrst time, however, that humanity has faced novel problems demandiIlg
unprecedented institutions. We believe that by leaming from the Sllccesses and failmes of the past, the international community can design an illStitution to manage
decisions about SRM and SRM research in an ethically responsible way.

APPENDIX: ARTICLE

3 OF

THE MADRID PROTOCOL

The complete text of Article 3 of the Madrid Protocol reads:

2

The protection of the Antarctic environment and dependent and associated
ecosystems and the intrinsic valuc of Antarctica, including its wilderness and
aesthetic values and its value as an area for the conduct of scientific research,
in particular research essential to understanding the global environment, shall
be fundamental considerations in the planning and conduct of all activities ill
thc Antarctic Treaty area.
To this end:
(a) activities in the Antarctic Treaty area shall bc planncd and conducted so
as to limit adverse impacts Oil the Antarctic environment and dependent
and associated ecosystems;
(b) activities in thc Antarctic Treaty area shall be planned and conducted so
as to avoid:
(i) adverse effects on climate or weather pattcrns;
(ii) signitlcant adverse effects on air or water quality;
(iii) signitlcant changes in the atmospheric, terrestrial (including aquatic),
glacial or marine environments;
(iv) detrimental changes ill the distribution, abundance or productivity of
species of populations of species of fauna and flora;
(v) further jeopardy to endangered or threatened species or populations
of such species; or
(vi) degradation of, or substantial risk to, areas of biological, scientitlc,
historic, aesthetic or wilderness signitlcancc;
(c) activities in the Antarctic Treaty area shall be planned and conducted
on the basis of information sufficient to allow prior assessments of, and
informed judgements about, their possible impacts on the Antarctic environment alld dependent and associated ecosystems and on the value of
Antarctica for the conduct of scientific research; such judgments shall
take account of:
(i) the scope of the activity, including its area, duration and intensity;
(ii) the cumulative impacts of the activity, both by itself and in combination with other activities in the Antarctic Treaty area;
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(iii) whether the actilill II '" .1<111111('111;"11 affect allY other activity in the
Antarctic Treaty ;1\(';1:
(iv) whether technology ;lIld p")(cdllrCS :lrc available to provide for cnvironmentally safe operal i( 1I1~<
(v) whether there exists the ca pacill' to Illonitor key environmental para11leters and ecosystem COIIII)(IIlCllis so as to identif)' and provide early
warning of any adverse effects of the activity and to provide for such
modification of operating proccdmes as may be necessary in the light
of the resul ts of monitoring or increased knowledge of the Antarctic
ellvironment and dependent and associated ecosystems; and
(vi) whether there exists the capacity to respond promptly and effectively
to accidcnts, particularly those with potential cnvironmelltal effects;
(d) regular anc! effective monitoring shall take place to all assessment of
the impacts of ongoing activities, including the verification of predicted
iIllpacts;
(c) regular and effective monitoring shall take place to facilitate early detection of thc possible unforeseen effects of activities carried on both within
and outside the Antarctic Treaty area 011 the Antarctic environment and
dependent and associated ecosystems,
3 Activities shall be planned and conducted in the Antarctic Treaty arca so as
to accord priority to sciClltific research and to preserve the vallie of Antarctica
as an area for the conduct of Stich research, including research essential to
understanding the global ellvironmcnt.
4 Activities undertaken in the Antarctic Treaty area pursuant to scientific
research program~, tourism and all other govefllll1ental and nongovernmental
activities in the Antarctic Treaty area for which advance llotice is required in
accordance with Article VII (5) of the Antarctic Treaty, including associated
logistic activities, shall:
(a) take place in a mallller consistellt with the principles in this Article; and
(b) be lI1odified, suspended or cancelled if they result in or threaten to result
in impacts upon the Antarctic environillent or dependent or associated
ecosystems inconsistent with those principles,~l
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